
Title: Stonehenge is a model of Atlantis.

Foreword:
Discovered that Stonehenge is related to the legend of Plato wrote Atlantis.

CiNii:
Wrote a triple concentric ring canal based on the famous recording of Plato. 
Superimposed on the image to Stonehenge, using “Google earth”. Results showed a 
remarkable coincidence. (Figure 1)

Figure 1. (Plato's description and discovery images, quoted from “Wikipedia”.)

Terrain is not clear at present. but three ruins circles is completely match to Atlantis 
circle (Φ1,Φ2,Φ3). Outer circle of the moat is almost match to (Φ4). The Atlantis 
circle (Φ5) to match the "heel stone". “Heel Stone” be “Avenue” direction (up 
figure). It is important base of the bridge position it took in the ring canal. "Slaughter 



stone" is also located at the base of the bridge. The Atlantis circle (Φ6), seem to 
match the boundaries of the ranch and Stonehenge ruins.

Four circles from the inside using "Google earth" dimensions were measured. 
Stonehenge is 1/24 scale accuracy of the Atlantis ring canal. Error is less than 3 
percent. The scale of 24 is significant.

In Plato's legendary island in the center of the Acropolis (plateau), and there stood a 
temple. Stonehenge center (inside the Φ1) are exist cromlech and huge stone. It is 
similar to the temple. Atlantis circle (between Φ3-Φ4) is moat. this part Are also 
very similar.

Atlantis, Stonehenge and the floor plan matches. There are strong similarities in 
structure on it.

Conclusion:
Stonehenge was created the structure from the 1/24 scale model of Atlantis. 
Extensive area including Stonehenge was likely three-dimensional map representing 
the old world. 
I considered groove and hills was represents the terrain, stones represent the things 
important, such as the Acropolis and temples and city gates.

This finding is strong evidence suggesting the existence of Atlantis. Will lead to the 
transformation of the history of mankind again.

Furthermore, this finding was born at the end of several years of writing continued 
insistence on 2ch.net.
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